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The sides, top and bottom are cut 
from -Jrn. wood and are simply glued and 
screwed together as shown in Fig. 2. The 
back consists of a piece of iin. or ^-in. 
plywood glued and screwed in position. 
The edges of the plywood may be slightly 
rounded. Use countersunk screws and 
fill with plastic wood or putty before 
staining. 
Partition Piece 

The partition piece is next prepared. It 
is 7|ins. long by Tjlns. deep and is cut 
from iin. wood. Glue pieces of fin. by fin. 
stripwood along each side as shown in 
Fig. 3. These pieces form the runners for 
the two top drawers. Note that a notch 
is cut fin. by fin. into which the front of 
the first long drawer fits. 

Continue by cutting lengths of fin. by 
fin. stripwood 7ins. long to act as 
runners for the drawers. The positions 
are shown in the sketches in Figs. 4 and 
8, and they depend upon the depth of 
the drawers. The drawers are flat at the 
bottom and the fronts project at the top 
as seen in Fig. 5. 

A LTHOUGH designed specifically 
/\ for storing tools, this cabinet can 

x JLbe utilised in many other ways. 
The gardener might find it handy for 
storing seeds, bulbs, catalogues, etc. The 
housewife could keep paper bags, cake 
and greaseproof paper in such a con- 
tainer. 

To meet the needs of the engineering 
apprentice, construction has been kept 
as simple and as cheap as possible, and 
it will be seen from the diagrams that the 
make up is quite straightforward. 

CABINET FOR 

A TOOLMAKER 

The side and front views in Fig. 1 
show the main dimensions. If a smaller 
cabinet is needed make the necessary 
calculations as to size before com- 
mencing to cut out the various parts. 

Make the drawers from fin. wood and 
the bottoms from fin. plywood. The 
overall depth of each drawer is 7fins. 
and the depth of the sides is lin. The 
back is the same depth as the sides, but 
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the length of this and the front varies ac- 
cording to which drawer is being made. 

The lower drawer is deeper than the 
others and lin. should be added to the 
depth of sides and back. This drawer has 
sufficient depth to allow for partitioning 
if required. Make sure that there is 
sufficient clearance to allow the drawers 
to slide easily. No. 707 knobs can be 
screwed to the front as shown in the 
picture of the finished cabinet. The 
knobs cost 4yd. each, post free, from 
Hobbies Ltd., Dereham, Norfolk. 
Plywood Door 

The door is cut from -Jin. plywood 
which is framed with lin. by fin. strip- 
wood. Fig. 6 shows the door and 
framing, while Fig. 7 shows a detail of 
the halving joint employed. Use glue and 

7" 
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Fig. 5 
screws throughout when framing the 
door. It would be wise before com- 
mencing to cut the parts for the door to 
decide the type of lock to be used. You 
may have to increase the dimensions to 
the top rail to allow for the depth of the 
lock. 

Having fitted the lock, the door is 
hinged in place using Ifin. heavy brass 
hinges which can be obtained from 
Hobbies Ltd., price lid. per pair. 

Finish off by staining and polishing, 
or by giving a few coats of clear lacquer. 
The drawers should be lined with green 
baize. Finally add a suitable handle such 
as an attache case handle, No. 6189, 
obtainable from Hobbies Ltd., price 7d. 
Metal corners can be made and fitted if 
desired, but these are not essential. 

(M.h.) 

Useful Advice on Metal Cleaning 

WHATEVER the type of metal, 
whether it be silver, chromium 
or pewter, brass or copper, 

care should be taken in cleaning, 
particularly to use the right cleaning 
agents. 

For SILVER, a good grade silver 
cream should be applied with a sponge 
or a soft cloth. Warm soapy water 
should afterwards be used to wash the 
silver and a soft cloth for drying it. 
Silver should not be piled or knocked 
together. 

There is another way of cleaning 
silver, known as the aluminium-pan 
method, but this method should not be 
adopted for cleaning ornamental silver, 
as it removes the oxidation of the silver 
in the design as well as on the surface. 

The procedure is to put a small 

quantity of silver in an aluminium pan 
of boiling water. Then add 1 table- 
spoonful of salt and 1 tablespoonful of 
baking soda to each quart of water 
used. Let the silver stand in the hot 

By E. M. Blackman 

water until the tarnishing has dis- 
appeared. Next, taking care to avoid 
scratching or denting, remove the silver 
from the pan and wash it in hot soapy 
water, after which, rinse and dry it 
thoroughly. 
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CHROMIUM and PEWTER re- 
quires no elaborate method. All that is 
necessary is for it to be washed—with 
hot soapy water—then rinsed thoroughly 
with clear hot water and polished with a 
clean dry cloth. 

BRASS and COPPER can be wash- 
ed with ammonia water. 

The tobacco stains which soil brass 
and copper ash-trays can be removed 
with denatured alcohol. Any good 
metal polish can then be used to polish, 
or a combination of vinegar and salt 
will serve the purpose. In either case, 
the process of washing with warm soapy 
water; then rinsing and drying 
thoroughly, needs to be adopted. 

As a final word of advice, in all 
polishing avoid the use of 'fluffy' or 
'bitty' cloths. 



With rod and line 

Baits 

PIKE are now in their winter 
quarters, where an attractive bait 
should prove irresistible. There 

are many the angler may choose from 
to try. Big pike prefer a live-bait to 
anything else. You may try your luck 
with a small 'jack' fished on a snap- 
tackle, and probably catch fish of any 
weight from 31bs. to 201bs.; for if there's 
one thing a pike likes better than 
another for his dinner it is a nice plump 
young one of his own kind. 

However, he does not turn up his 
snout at other fish, and is never 'finicky' 
in his tastes when hungry—a dead 
sparrow, a piece of offal, the rind of a 
piece of pork, a white herring or a rat— 
he just dotes on rats! 

However, the angler will much pre- 
fer to use more orthodox baits and 
lures .Try the tail-end of an eel—if you 
can catch one of the slippery customers! 

Mr. E. O'Rourke, 8 Dunlop St., 
Newton, Cambuslang, is seen here at 
work with his Hobbies Al fretmachine, 
which has proved a profitable source of 
income. He has made up numerous 
articles from the designs appearing in 
Hobbies, and by selling these, has pro- 
cured for himself quite an array of tools 

for Winter 

It is a very taking bait. First, catch 
your eel—that's the rub! Failing eel- 
tail, try a small dace 4ins. to 6ins. or so, 
or a gudgeon; or any fish, such as 
roach, etc. 

Dace are brighter and livelier than 
many other species, and so catch the 
eye of a cruising pike bent on dining, 
more than the sober-hued gudgeon or 
similar fish. Next in order, select a 
roach, or a bleak, or small chub. Your 
live baits must be freshly caught. Carry 
them to the waterside in a suitable con- 
tainer, with an inner kettle which can be 
withdrawn and lowered into the water, 
until you need the baits. 

Live-baiting where permissible, as it 
is on most waters, is a popular method 
and accounts for more pike than other 
methods. 

Another likely method is to use a 
paternoster tackle baited with a live or 

for his workshop. Readers will recognise 
some of the models displayed. Those on 
the walls are made as plaques and look 
very attractive with the use of tinfoil and 
Velvet Spray. 

Mr. O'Rourke so rightly points out 
that with his fretmachine he can speed up 
work by cutting out two or more at a time. 
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Pike 

a dead fish, which can be a minnow or 
other smallish fish. A pickled or salted 
sprat can also be tried. With a pater- 
noster you can test the deeper holes and 
corners, under boughs, weir-pools, by 
camp sheathing, and similar spots. 

Spinning is fun 

Says A. Sharp 

If you would enjoy some good fun, 
try a day's spinning with a lightweight 
outfit—a 7ft. split cane rod, a spool- 
reel and fine thread line. With such an 
outfit you can cast a lure all day without 
fatigue, and cast to a long distance. 
When you do hook a fair-sized fish, say, 
lOIbs. upwards, you'll have plenty of 
thrills ere you land it. 

There are many artificial spinning 
lures. The spoon-bait is popular and is 
usually a 'killer' when pike are on the 
prowl. Devon minnows, wagtails, phan- 
toms, artificials representing fish of 
various kinds, spoons with tassels, 
kidney spoons, etc.—there is a wide 
choice. Wagtails in blue and silver, and 
red and gold, are well worth trying. For 
shallower waters the American-type plug 
lure is excellent. 

Spinning is also carried out with dead 
natural baits mounted on special 
spinning flights. Salted and pickled 
baits can be used in this method, but 
dead natural roach, dace, rudd, gud- 
geon, etc., are the best. Spinning flights 
vary, some are intended to 'wobble', 
others to spin straight. They are more 
killing on some days than others. 

Though pike are sometimes suicidal 
in their eagerness to snatch up a bait, on 
other occasions they are just as different, 
and refuse to be tempted. Pike can be 
caught in all sorts of winter weather, 
but a day when there is a ripple on the 
surface of the water is better than a 
still day. 

There is something fascinating about 
fishing for winter pike. We are inclined 
to think that it is because the pike is so 
attractive an opponent—a fish worthy 
of one's steel. There is, too, the thrill of 
anticipation—you never know what 
may be lurking down there in the 
greeny-brown winter waters—maybe a 
20-pounder or even something bigger. 
That is, no doubt, the subtle attraction 
of pike-fishing. You never know what 
you may get, particularly if fishing a 
worth-while water noted for its outsize 
fish with the primrose-marbled greeny 
flanks. 
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Home Chemistry 

Experiments with Chrome Alum 
"IE deen Durolc crvstjlls of chroTno iron orp Tfionoh i~Viiv~*mp o1iipi-i foil? p p pP nAA ^ a THE deep purple crystals of 
chrome alum are familiar to 
most amateur photographers. Be- 

sides its photographic application, the 
chemical is used in dyeing and leather 
tanning. In tanning it has the advantage 
of yielding a much faster process than 
does bark tanning. Chrome-tanned 
leather can be recognised by its grey- 
blue colour. 

Chrome alum is actually a double 
salt containing one molecule of chro- 
mium sulphate, one of potassium 
sulphate and twenty-four of water of 
crystallisation, its chemical name being 
chromium potassium sulphate. If you 

chrome iron ore. Though chrome alum 
is very cheap, and a bought stock is 
most convenient, it is interesting to 
make a small specimen to demonstrate 
its formation, for this shows that 
though the metal chromium plays the 
part of an acid in potassium dichromate, 
it can be made to act as a base under 
suitable conditions. 
Acid Precaution 

Dissolve 6 grams potassium dichro- 
mate in 60 c.c. of water, partially 
immerse the vessel in cold water and 
very gradually stir in 10 c.c. of strong 
sulphuric acid. If the potassium di- 
chromate solution becomes warm, halt 
the acid addition until it cools, or 
spitting may occur. Any strong sul- 
phuric acid coming in contact with the 
skin should be immediately flushed off 
with water, and a paste of sodium 
bicarbonate and water rubbed on. 

When all the acid has been added, 
pass in sulphur dioxide, using the 
apparatus shown in the diagram. In the 

A 
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hold a thin crystal of it to the light, you 
will see that it appears red, instead of 
the deep purple when viewed in reflected 
light. 

Double colour effects are also seen in 
its solution. Grind a gram of it with 
10 c.c. of cold water, pour the solution 
into a test tube and view it from different 
angles. It appears a dingy blue tinged 
sometimes with red. Boil the solution. 
It becomes a pure deep green, and this 
colour does not change on cooling. 
Indeed, many month's standing would 
have to pass by before it changed back 
to the bluish shade. This colour change 
is caused by a complex intramolecular 
rearrangement which would take up too 
much space to explain here. Suffice it to 
say that we must work with cold 
solutions in the following experiments. 

Chrome alum is manufactured by the 
reduction of potassium dichromate, 
which is itself directly obtained from 

test tube is placed a mixture of 3 parts 
flowers of sulphur and 4 parts manga- 
nese dioxide by weight. On heating the 
tube sulphur dioxide is given off, and 
may be freed from any sulphur carried 
over by passing it through a small 
quantity of water in the wash bottle 
before it passes on to the beaker 
containing the acidified potassium di- 
chromate solution. The latter darkens 
in colour and at length becomes green. 
Stop passing in sulphur dioxide and 
allow the solution to stand. A violet 
solid will deposit. This is chrome alum. 
When no more seems to be forming, 
filter it off, wash it lightly and allow it to 
dry on a tile at room temperature. 

In this experiment the reducing action 
of the sulphur dioxide converted the 
acid-acting dichromate radical in a basic- 
acting chromium radical. This can again 
be reversed by oxidising a chromium 
salt. Dissolve a little chrome alum in a 
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few c.c. of water, add sodium hydroxide 
solution until the precipitate which first 
forms redissolves. Then add some lead 
dioxide, shake and allow to stand a few 
minutes. On filtering the solution you 
will find it has changed from dingy blue 
to bright yellow, indicating the change 
to a chromate. 

Everyone has heard of the pigment 
chrome green. Here is a way to make it 
from chrome alum. You will first need a 
solution of chrome alum. Though the 
strength of the solution does not matter, 
it is better to work to some definite 
quantities, so that you will be sure of 
obtaining a suitable yield. Use about 
10 grams chrome alum to 150 c.c. water. 
The quickest way to dissolve it in cold 
water is first to powder it in a mortar 
and then to grind it with some of the 
water. Pour off the solution from the 
undissolved residue and repeat the 
process until all is in solution. 

Now stir in ammonia until a drop of 
the mixture gives a blue colour with red 
litmus paper. A grey-green bulky pre- 
cipitate of chromium hydroxide will 
have formed. Filter this off and wash it 
on the filter with about a litre of water. 
Then dry the product in the oven. To 
convert the chromium hydroxide so 
obtained into chrome green, heat it to 
redness in a crucible for a quarter of an 
hour. The chromium hydroxide loses 
water and forms chromium sesquioxide, 
which is chrome green. The tone of 
chrome green varies according to the 
method of manufacture. The brightest 
greens are made by other methods. 

Every home chemist likes to aim at a 
wide stock of chemicals, so as to bring 
him a larger field of experiment. 
Though many thousands of chemicals 
can be had 'over the counter', one learns 
little about them by mere buying. It is 
sound practice and more interesting to 
make your own fronv cheap raw 
materials. There are several chromium 
compounds which are easy to make 
from chrome alum. 

Chromic Chloride 
To make chromic chloride, for 

instance, you need only dissolve chro- 
mium hydroxide in hydrochloric acid. 
First prepare chromium hydroxide as 
directed in the making of chrome green, 
but do not dry it after filtering it off and 
washing it. Instead, open out the filter 
paper on a flat surface, scrape off the 
moist precipitate with a spatula and 
transfer it to a beaker. Stir in strong 
hydrochloric acid a few drops at a time 
until about two-thirds of the chro- 
mium hydroxide has dissolved to a green 
solution. Then let it stand overnight, 

• Continued on page 245 



Two- or three-valve 

SHORT-WAVE RECEIVER 

THE coils can be made next. These 
are wound on Bakelite formers 
which have six ribs and are also 

slotted. The pins which plug into the 
sockets on the chassis are easily made 
from thick wire (copper or tinned 
copper). A loop is formed at the end of 
a piece of this wire, and through this 
passes the bolt which fixes the pinto the 
wall of the coil former. This is shown in 
Fig. 5 inset. The pins should project 
about -jin., and should be placed so as to 
fit the sockets. 

The wire for the coil should be 
anything from 24 to 18 gauge, pre- 
ferably enamelled. Thick wire is best. 
For the other two coils thinner wire is 
used as specified. Each coil has two 
windings and these must both be in the 
same direction. The ends are passed 
down through holes in the former to 
their appropriate pins. The connections 
are made clear in Fig. 5. 

For coils 3 and 4 the teeth of the slots 
are filed down smooth. 

Coil 1 consists of 3 turns (using the 
slots) for the primary. Miss a slot and 
wind 4 turns for the secondary. 

Coil 2 has 4 turns for primary and 
12 turns for the secondary. 

Coil 3 consists of 10 
turns primary, and 30 
turns secondary. The 
wire is 28 gauge enamel 
and is spaced the dia- 
meter of the wire. 

Coil 4 has 25 turns 
primary and 82 turns 
secondary. The wire is 
32 gauge enamel and is 
close-wound (i.e., no 
spacing). 

j f"., , . The distance between details (pins primary and secondary 
seen from be- jn both coils 3 and 4 is 

foH,) iin. 
If only the two-valve version of the set 

is being made, then only one coil for each 
range is needed. Otherwise, two coils of 
each kind are necessary. 

The ranges are approximately as 
follows:—Coil 1—12 to 28 metres. 
Coil 2—28 to 60 metres. Coil 3—60 to 
130 metres. Coil 4—130 to 350 metres. 

Although this is a short wave set, coil 
4 was included so that, if need be, the 
Home and Light programmes of the 
B.B.C. can be heard. The set, therefore, 
has a dual wave capacity, which is 
bound to be appreciated by readers, 
especially as reception is excellent on 
this last band. 

In the three-valve version, the matching 
of the two coils is important. If necessary, 
small variable trimmers of up to 
30 pfd. can be mounted over the 

secondary coil and the coils matched by 
adjustment. Alternatively, the coils can 
be tapped, which is no expense at all. 

A really good job of the control 
panel can be done by adopting the 
scheme shown in Fig. 6. The panel can 

BAND • SPREAD 

Fig. 6—Front Panel 

be of ^in. or iin. plyboard and the 
dial cut-outs can be executed with a 
fretsaw. Excellent dials can be made 
from old protractors backed with white 
card. Slow-motion control is established 
by drive drums fitted to the condenser 
spindles, and driven from drive spindles 
to which knobs are attached. The 
pointers can be home-made. 

When a station is tuned in, the 
numbers on the dials should be noted 
for future use. 

Now, to deal with the two-valve 

version where economy demands this. 
Obviously, valve one and holder will 
not be wanted. Neither will coil one and 
holder, nor the choke, nor Rl, C1 and 
C2. The lead from section one of the 
tuning condenser will not be needed. 

After omitting all these, all that is 
necessary is to join the aerial, through a 
30 pfd. trimmer condenser, to the top of 
coil L2. This is tag S on the coil socket 
base (see Fig. 1). 

The 30 pfd. trimmer should be set by 
means of the screw for best results. 
Screwed down half-way, it will probably 
be satisfactory. 

In operating the set, plug in the 
correct coils, choose a section of the 
band by operating the main tuner, 
while bringing up the reaction. The 
bandspread control is then used to 
explore the chosen section. 

The set will function excellently 
without an earth, but a proper one can 
be tried as an additional improvement. 

The ganged tuner and bandspread 
condensers can be obtained from the 
following firm: W. A. Benson, 308 
Rathbone Road, Liverpool, 13. Valves, 
holders, resistors and condensers, etc., 
are also available from this firm. The 
valve bases used as coil holders, the 
coil formers, the chokes, switch, are 
procurable from J. E. Annakin, 25 
Ashfield Place, Otley, Yorkshire. 

This concludes A. Eraser's instructions 
for making a short-wave receiver. Readers 
who missed last week's issue containing 
preliminary steps and diagrams can 
obtain a copy from the Editor, price 6d. 

♦ Continued from page 244 

Experiments with Chrome Alum 
for the action is rather slow, and to add 
enough hydrochloric acid to dissolve it 
immediately would leave an excess of 
acid in the solution. 

Filter off the undissolved chromium 
hydroxide. The green filtrate is a fairly 
strong solution of chromic chloride. 
This is another double colour effect 
chromium salt. In a dark room switch 
on an electric torch behind the bottle. 
The solution will appear red. Chromic 
chloride so prepared is best kept as solu- 
tion, for spontaneous evaporation yields 
not crystals, but a viscous green syrup. 

Chromic sulphate can be made in a 
similar manner, but using a diluted 
sulphuric acid of about 10 to 20 per cent 
strength. The solution of this, too, is 
green by reflected light, but the torch 
beam will show it to be red by trans- 
mitted light. To obtain solid chromic 
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sulphate, let the solution evaporate 
spontaneously in a warm room, when it 
will dry up to a green crystalline mass. 

Chromic orthophosphate is insoluble 
in water, and so is easy to prepare by 
double decomposition. It is a salt not 
often prepared, and so should be 
doubly interesting. 

Dissolve 12 grams disodium hydrogen 
phosphate (the common 'sodium phos- 
phate' of the laboratory) in 200 c.c. of 
water and stir this solution into one of 
8 grams chrome alum in 100 c.c. water. 
A violet crystalline precipitate slowly 
separates. When the liquid has stood 
about an hour, filter off the precipitate 
and wash it on the filter until one wash 
water gives no cloudiness with am- 
monia. The moist violet powder in the 
filter is chromium orthophosphate and 
may be dried on a porous tile. (L.A.F.) 



Project for Parents 

Make a Dutch Cradle 

Construction has been sim- 
plified for the 'do-it-yourself 
handyman, but shapes and pro- 

portions follow the lines of a traditional 
Dutch cradle, with overhanging head 
^urtain. Select good quality knot-free 
wood throughout, gluing and pinning or 
screwing all joints, except the main 
frame-end joints, which are dowelled. A 
synthetic resin-type glue is recom- 
mended. 

End facings are cut from 24ins. by 
24ins. by iin. ply. Mark out according 
to the squared pattern given, or use the 

Side frames are simple rectangles, 
from 2ins. by lin, stock. Uprights are 
half-jointed, glued and screwed. Note 
the |in. protrusion of top and bottom 
members each end. Hardboard panels 
are glued and pinned to one side of 
each side frame, after which the slats 
may be added, also pinned and glued. 

By R. H. Warring 

Completed sides should now be as- 
sembled on the two end frames, check- 

of sides. Capping strips and runners are 
glued and woodscrewed in place. 

Clean up assembly thoroughly at this 
stage, removing all traces of surplus 
glue, etc., and paying particular atten- 
tion to rounding and smoothing the 
ends. Then apply either a paint finish or 
stain and polish. 

Curtain struts are assembled separ- 
ately and finished before screwing to the 
back. The curtain holder is a 16in. 
length of fin. diameter dowel, mounted 
cantilever fashion on a triangular-shaped 
gusset. Hollow gusset to accommodate 
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Sff DRAWING ABOVE FOR DIMENSIONS OF SIDE FRAMES 

CHAMFER RUNNERS 

BUILT UPEND FRAME 
layout dimensions. Only one panel need 
be drawn out. Cut to shape it can be 
used as a pattern for marking the 
second panel. 
The End Frames 

End frames are assembled from fin, 
stock, gluing all joints well. Outer leg 
pieces are dowelled for additional 
strength. When these frames are set, lay 
a ply end over and mark to matching 
outline. Frames are then cut to this 
outline with a coping saw. 

ing for a good accurate fit and true 
alignment. Protruding ends fit into slots 
cut in the end frames, these joints being 
well glued, drilled and dowelled. Finish 
off ends flush and then fit ply end 
facings. Glue only is sufficient, if the 
ply panels can be clamped uniformly, 
otherwise reinforce with pins with the 
heads driven down just below the 
surface of the ply. 

Capping strips are then fitted to the 
top of each side. Chamfer bottom run- 
ners to lie horizontal and fit to bottom 
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dowel, fastening the latter with wood- 
screws. The curtain fitting may be 
omitted, if preferred. 

Modification 
The cradle may be lengthened to take 

a standard 36in. spring and mattress, if 
required, simply by amending the frame 
length measurement to 36ins. Also, to 
simplify construction, the end frames 
can be omitted and the two end panels 
cut direct from |in. thick ply, slotted to 
take the side frames. 



Readers helped with this 

PUZZLE IN WOOD 
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Pieces recessed to enobte movement 

CAPT. T. J, WILLIS, 146 Green 
Lane, Chislehurst, Kent, was one 
of the many readers who for- 

warded dimensions of a wood puzzle 
which we requested in the November 
2nd, 1955 issue of Hobbies Weekly. 
Here are the details. 

After making the frame, the moving 
pieces of wood required are four pieces 
lin. by tin,, five pieces 2ins. by lin., and 
one piece 2ins. by 2ins. 

See page 252 for moves 
to solve puzzle 

The corners are rounded slightly and 
the starting position is as shown in the 
illustration. The object is to slide the 
pieces to and fro and up and down 
without twisting until the large piece 
2ins. by 2ins. passes out of the opening. 
Instead of leaving an opening, a piece of 
different coloured wood can be inserted 
in the frame. Another refinement is to 
fit a lid. The quickest way known to do 
the puzzle takes about 100 moves. 

Incidentally, Mr. H. R. Beggs, who 
raised the original query, made his 
pieces from iin. thick teak and applied a 
wax finish. His plywood base has sides 
fin. high. The object of the puzzle is, of 
course, to get the 2ins. by 2ins. piece 
through the 2ins. aperture. 

Making a Leather Purse 

THIS neat little purse can be made 
from odd scraps of leather, and is, 
therefore, cheap as well as simple 

to complete. 
Pieces of leather are cut out to the 

size shown in the diagram. A penny is of 
assistance for marking the corners. The 
leather is glued to the skiver, and the 

51/2IL 
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RAP BACK, 

> 
All the measurements 

edges trimmed. These edges should be 
dyed to the appropriate colour. 

The two large pieces are marked, and 
the holes punched out. The gusset is 
then marked with the same number of 
holes as the corresponding side of the 
front and back, and the holes are 
punched out. 

Tie in an edging piece 
of thonging along the top 
of the flap and commence 
thonging at the centre, 
working round until the 
first hole in the gusset is 
reached. The thonging goes 
twice through this hole and 
the one in the back to make 
a firm join. Thonging con- 
tinues until the ends meet 
at the base. Here the thongs 
are cut off and the ends 
tucked under a few of the 
loops. 

Tie in an edging piece 
along the base of the front 
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J 
and commence thonging at the centre of 
the base working towards the ends of the 
gusset. When this point is reached, cut 
off" the thonging and tuck the end under 
the loops. 9ft. of thonging is required to 
complete the purse. 

The two press-studs are inserted last, 
fin. in from the top and fin. from the side. 

The purse is now ready for use, and will 
repay the short time spent on its construc- 
tion by long and useful service. (D.L.) 



For amateur photographers 

A Postcard Masking Frame 

TO produce a neat white border to 
your postcard enlargements, a 
masking device of some descrip- 

tion is necessary, and here is an easily 
constructed frame, of new design, with 
no mechanical parts to go wrong, or 
metal parts which rust. 

The basis is a block of wood exactly 
3^ins. by 5^ins. of |in. or lin. shelving. 

By S. H. Longbottom 

ensuring it is perfectly square. 
The mask is then laid in position and 

held in place with rubber bands the 
long way of the block, allowing the 
sides to be attached. Moreover, it should 
be remembered that for easy usage, the 
mask should not be fastened too tightly 
or the postcards may bind when insert- 
ing or withdrawing. To overcome this, 
place another card underneath the 
temporary one mentioned above before 
proceeding to attach the mask. 

Fig. 2 
or the size of the usual photographic 
postcard. This should be planed and 
glasspapered until quite smooth, and 
then shaped as Fig. 1. A notch is cut out 
Hins. wide and l^ins, deep, the purpose 
being to facilitate easy removal of the 
cards following an exposure, and the 
corners of this notch should be neatly 
smoothed and rounded. 
Preparing the mask 

The preparation of the mask follows, 
and a piece of good quality cardboard 
7ins. by 5ins. is required. First of all, 
mark out the opening, exactly 3-1/lOins. 
by 5-l/10ins., cutting out with a sharp 
knife and good straight edge. Check the 
corners with a set square and see that 
they are properly cut. If it should be 
found that the inside is not perfectly 
straight, or a little jagged, strips of 
gummed brown paper may be attached, 
but care should be exercised to main- 
tain a matching width of the border. 
When the opening has been made, the 
waste card may be trimmed away as 
shown by the dotted lines in Fig. 2. The 
outside measurements are 3|ins. by 
S^-ins. to match the size of the block, 
leaving a frame of this size, but only 
l/5in. wide, and ultimately, the width of 
the border on your postcards. 

Before fastening the mask to the 
block it is as well to prepare a sample 
postcard with a border ruled off exactly 
l/5in. all the way round, attaching this, 
temporarily, to the block by tacks after 

Field by rubber bands, the mask is 
bound to each side of the block and one 
end by means of gummed strip paper, 
passe partout, or if you have any, strips 
of linen as used for bookbinding, using 
a good glue. When dry, the nails may be 
withdrawn in readiness for the next 
stage. 

From Fig. 3 it will be noticed that a 
baseboard has been added, primarily to 
give stability, but also for ease of 
manipulation. The base is cut from 
hardboard byins. by S^ins., allowing 
liins. on all sides. Drill two holes in the 
centre and screw to the block of wood. 
Note that sometimes it may be neces- 
sary to make a run of prints, in which 
case the frame should remain in one 
position on the enlarger baseboard. To 
achieve this, drill a small hole on each 
side of the hardboard to accommodate 
a push-pin for fastening to the enlarger 
baseboard. 

In use, the postcards are slotted into 
the frame and withdrawn by placing a 
finger in the notch, in contact with the 
back of the cards. Modification of the 
measurements will enable the same 
principle to be adapted for I plate cards. 

MAKE SURE! 
To be sure of obtaining the 
grand free designs to be 
given in future issues of 
Hobbies Weekly place a 
firm order with your news- 
agent. Better to be sure than 

sorry! 

Make this novel Gift 

Stringholder and Knife 

THIS is just the kind of novelty to 
make as a small gift. It is both 
useful and amusing. When string 

is pulled from the ball the head revolves 
as the ball turns. A razor blade cutter is 
provided at the side. 

All the pieces are shown full size on 
the pattern page and it is only necessary 

See Patterns 

on Page 255 

cS 

to trace them and transfer to the correct 
thicknesses of wood. Cut them out with 
a fine grade fretsaw and clean up with 
glasspaper ready for assembly. 

Glue pieces 2 and 3 to the base as 
shown by the dotted lines and then 
assemble the head on the shaft. The 
end of the shaft goes into piece 5 of the 
head and then piece 6 is glued in place. 
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A short length of iin. round rod is glued 
in to form the eyes. 

Paint the parts with plastic enamel 
and when dry, screw the piece 4 to 
piece 3 with a razor blade in position. 
The ball of string is pushed on to the 
shaft and the novelty is ready for use. 

(M.p.) 



Gaiety in the home 

New Ways with Old Vases 

VASES are not unlike human 
beings. Sometimes a change of 
face, or place, can act like a tonic. 

Surfaces may be retextured and given a 
new ground colour, finishing with 
stippled colours. Charming effects may 
be achieved by using rustic earthenware 
bowls bought for a few pence, and even 
old Virol jars can be transformed into 
dainty flower vases. 

Most horticultural shops sell earthen- 
ware jugs, vases, cacti pots and bulb 
bowls, while any interested craft worker 
may like to work on candlestick hol- 
ders, wall vases, troughs or lamp bases. 
All these are inclined to be porous, 
necessitating a coat of flat paint inside 
and outside. Two coats are recom- 
mended and then a final coat of gloss 
paint. Very little paint is required and 
often some left over from a household 
job-will be sufficient. Incidentally, the 
inside may be treated in a contrasting 
colour to the outside, e.g., pale blue 
inside, cream outside. 
Choose pastel shades 

Choose light pastel shades toning 
with any personal colour scheme. Pale 
cream, pale pink, turquoise or silver 

strong or they will not blend nicely. 
Take a piece of cotton wool, dip in the 
turpentine, rub the colour round on the 
saucer mixing the colour. See that the 
wool is not overloaded and with a very 

By S. H. Longbottom 

light pressure, dab the colour on to the 
vases at various points. Note that this 
pressure must be light and is comparable 
with the difference between shaking 
pepper and applying salt. A little 
practice on a spare piece of card will 
reveal the technique. 

Proceed in a similar manner with all 
the colours selected. It is unnecessary to 
use all the colours advised. Autumn 
tints for example, are best represented 
by red, yellow and green. The two 
former colours blending together make 
a delicate orange. Finally, a little gold 
dust is spread on a piece of paper, taken 
up with a clean dry swab and applied at 
a few places on the vase. When the paint 
is quite dry, a protective coating of 
Cellulose lacquer is necessary. Buy 
about 4 ounces of this from any good 
paint shop. But* do be warned that it 

% 

mm 

Applying colour to a bowl 
grey are charming ground colours for 
the process. To avoid the application of 
more paint to yourself than to the vases 
it is easier to treat the insides and 
outsides on alternate days. 

The next stage involves the application 
of the colours. You will need small tubes 
of students' oil paints in chrome yellow, 
crimson lake, sap green, rose madder, 
china blue and violet. In addition, 
obtain a small tube of Florescan gold 
powder. 

An old saucer makes a good palette. 
A touch of oil colour is placed on the 
rim. In the centre of the saucer pour a 
little turpentine. Tints must not be too 

Here, an old Virol jar has been treated 
with plastic paint for texture; an 
old vase repainted, while the 
posy basket and jug were painted 

and stippled 

it is desired to give a new surface, the 
best way is to use a plastic paint like 
Marb-l-cote; or similar preparation 
sold by the crafts shops. The powder is 
mixed to a thick paste with lukewarm 
water and painted on the vase. While 
still wet, the texture is formed by dabb- 
ing with a piece of flat wood to give a 
lace effect, A comb will produce a 
rustic effect. Allow the material to dry a 
little, then smooth down with a flat 
piece of celluloid. When finally dry any 
sharp points may be removed with 
glasspaper. Dust off any powder before 
painting and the textured surface may 
then be painted to any desired colour. 

Very little outlay or labour is involved 
in this method, and all your old vases 
may be given a new lease in life. 

FIXING PELMETS 
This useful idea for the easy hanging 
of pelmets has been sent to the editor 
by Mr. T. Green, of 16 Colville 
Avenue, Anlaby Common, Hull. 

must be applied all over the outside 
with a small soft brush. A hard brush 
loaded too liberally may cause the paint 
to crinkle or peel. 

Another refinement is a touch of gold 
to the rim. First, paint the rim with a 
coat of japanners' gold size followed by 
an application of the dust with a dry 
swab. Any irregularity may be removed 
with a rag dipped in turpentine. 

To prevent scratching furniture, a 
small piece of felt may be fixed to the 
bottom of the ornament by means of one 
of the new rubber adhesives. 

Any old vase may be repainted and 
coloured in the manner described. When 
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PLUG 

Having experi- 
enced trouble in 
fixing up the sup- 
ports, he plugged 
the wall and 
screwed hooks in- 
to each plug. In 
the top of the 
back corners of 
the pelmet, eye- 
lets were screwed 
in and the pelmet 
was hung on the 
hooks as illustra- 
ted. The assembly makes for easy 
detachment,which of course facilitates 

painting and wall papering. 

kblock 



Straightforward Woodwork 

MODERN BUREAU-BOOKCASE 

THIS typically modern fitment is 
simple in outline and not at all 
difficult to make. Any good hard 

wood would be suitable, but either oak, 
or mahogany is the best choice. Two 
useful diagrams are given in Figs. I and 
2, the former supplying all the necessary 
measurements for assembly, while the 
latter clearly shows the construction. 

Commence by preparing the sides (A). 
These will be dovetailed at the top to 
the cross rails (C) (see detail Fig. 3), and 
either rebated or dovetailed to the floor 
(B). The two shelves (E) can be grooved 
into the sides, or better still, dovetailed. 

One of two methods may be followed 
for fixing the back (H). It may be 
simply screwed direct to the edges of the 
sides (A), the shelves (E) and the floor 
(B), or the inside edges of the sides may 
be rebated so that the back fits in flush. 

hand door at the top to fit into a wood 
block, which is glued to hold the doors 
flush when they are closed. A ball 
catch is fitted to the right-hand door and 
also to the falling front of the bureau. To 
the latter a pair of quadrants must be 
fixed to support the front when lowered. 

CUTTING LIST 
(A). (2). 4ft. lin. by 14 ; ins. by \ in. 
(B). (1). ift. I I t ins. by t4ins. by gin. 
(C). (2). ift. 1 I t ins. by 2 A ins. by t in. 
(D). (1). Ift. i 1 in,, by 14ins. by tHn. 
<E). (2). ift. logins, by i4ins. by Jin. 
(F). (2). 1ft. IJins. by 3ins. by Jin. 
(G). (2). 2ft. by 3ins. by Jin. 
(H). (I). 4ft. lin. by 23tins. by Jin. ply. 
(I). (2). 2ft. lin. by IJins. by Jin. 
(J). (1). 1ft. 1 (I: ins. by llins. by Jin. 

overall size. 
(K). (2). 2ft. lin. by 12ins. by Jin. overall 

size. 
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for the shelves, but a neater job should 
be to have grooved bearers as shown 
on Fig. 5. 

The finish will differ according to the 
wood and personal taste; oak would be 
best left its natural colour, or, perhaps, 
lightly stained, with the base of the bureau 
ebonised and polished. Mahogany would 

■ 5 

Fig. 1 Fig. 2 Fig. 5 
Both methods are given in Fig. 4. The 
shelves (E) and the floor (B) will be 
iin. less wide if the second method is 
adopted. In assembling the various 
parts connect the top of the sides by the 
cross rails, and add the floor (B). 

The base of the fitment consists of the 
rails (G) and two rails (F). They are 
rebated and screwed to the floor, as 
shown, with blocks glued behind them. 
The hinged front of the bureau is solid, 
and is partly framed by the two upright 
rails as seen in the detail Fig. 3. The two 
doors are made in similar manner as 
seen in the front view. Fig. 1. The doors 
and the bureau front are fitted with 
2iins. brass or chromium plated hinges, 
and a small bolt is put behind the left- 

A small block of wood should be glued 
underneath the top shelf (E), against 
which the flap will rest. A lock can be 
fitted if necessary. 

The main top of the bureau is fixed to 
the rails (C) by screws from beneath. In 
Fig. 6 the plan is shown for making the 
pigeon hole fitment. This is constructed 
from iin. wood and then slipped into 
place and screwed. A separate back is 
not required for this fitment, as it fits 
snugly against the main back of the 
bureau. A triangular fillet may be added 
to enable it to be screwed firmly into 
place. Two shelves can be fitted in the 
cupboard as suggested by the dotted 
lines in Fig. 1. Plain strip wood bearers 
screwed to the sides would act as supports 
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Fig. 4 
look most pleasing if stained and waxed- 
polished. Plain wood block handles 
would suit the piece, but black bakelite 
handles would look effective with oak. 
The cutting list will be found to be a 
useful aid to construction. (S.W.C.) 

Iseccotine] 
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Mi fei-everything 

/ KEEP A TUBE IN THE HOME^ 
Sole Manufacturers: 
McCaw, Stevenson & Orr Ltd., Belfast 



SAVE POUNDS AND POUNDS on Furnishing with 

f LOOK at the 
/<Wy tea trolleu 

we made m * t L 
%/6 for on!u 

Plus aund pkg. 

race/ 

The Wren Craft Book of 
Furnishing. Post Coupon 

NOW 

HOME-ASSEMBLED 

FURNITURE 

Just fit the ready-made parts together ! 
A bedstead for 72/-... a coffee table for 46/-... a wardrobe for 210/-. You can assemble them yourself from per- 
fectly fitting Wren Craft parts. There's no skill needed — and the instructions are so clear. It's top-quality furniture 
too— made of the finest matured OAK, WALNUT, MAHOGANY or BEECH. All items on easy terms. Post the 
coupon now for the FREE Wren Craft book of furniture — and see the many lovely things you can make ! 

MAKERS GUARANTEE 100% SATISFACTION — OR MONEY BACK IN FULL! 
i 

Please send me — free a copy of the WREN CRAFT BOOK OF FURNITURE 
NAME 
ADDRESS 

w ... a lavish, beautifully illustrated book .. .yours NOW, without obligation. 
WREN CRAFT FURNITURE LTD. KINGSTON ROAD NEW MALDEN SURREY 

H.6 

PRINT YOUR OWN SNAPSHOTS 

with this super 

3/6 PHOTOGRAPHY 

KIT 

Think of it! Now you can make 
your own prints of holiday snap- 
shots with this Johnson Print-A- 
Snap Pack. It's wonderful fun 
and so easy too. Each pack has 
everything you need for making 
perfect pictures from your nega- 
tives. 

There are two sizes. One has 16 
sheets of 3J x 2J in. contact paper 
—that's for the camera that takes 
8 pictures on each roll of 120 film. 
But if your camera takes 12 pic- 
tures to a roll, ask for the pack 
with 24 sheets, 2^ x 2i in. Get the 
Johnson Print-A-Snap Pack to- 
day and show the family what 
you can do. 

Only 3/6 a pack 

M-O . 

PAPER 

1 pkt. developer. 
1 pkt. fixing powder. 
1 pkt. of the new Johnson I 
contact paper, a cardboard I 
printing frame and a sturdy ( 
wallet for keeping your prints 
in after you've made them, | 
together with full instruc- | 
tions. 

Ask any Photo-Dealer for the 
JOHNSON PRINT-A-SNAP PACK 

A Professional Finish 

at your Finger-tips! 

With easy to use Robbialac Lacquer you can give your own 
handiwork a flawless finish. You will enjoy using this quick- 
drying versatile Lacquer which covers perfectly in one coat, 
leaves no brush marks and dries dust-free in 2-4 hours. 
Overnight it sets to a hard glass-like gloss that resists steam 
and hard wear. 
Sold in a range of 24 brilliant 
colours plus black, white and 
silver, Robbialac Lacquer is 
available from all good paint 
shops, cycle shops, iron- 
mongers and hardware dealers 
in handy i, i, i and l-pt. tins. 

ROBBIALAC 

LACQUER 

FREE : Pu. a 'factory finish' on your ty':* 
handiwork. For free Instructional Leafle *Vvl 

send l^d. stamp to: Dept 6LL Jenson & 
Nicholson Ltd.. Carpenters Road, London, 
BIS. 

IS 
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